August 12, 2011

Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary
Federal Communications Commission
445 Twelfth Street, SW
Washington, DC 20554

Subject: Light Squared Subsidiary LLC. Request for Modification of Its Authority for an Ancillary Terrestrial Component, IBFS File No. SAT-MOD-20101118-00239

Dear Ms. Dortch,

As a national land surveying and aerial mapping firm, I am writing this to convey or strong opposition to the Light Squared plans to operate high power transmitters in the satellite spectrum adjacent to the Global Positioning System (GPS) spectrum.

AeroMetric relies heavily on high accuracy GPS in our daily mapping and land surveying efforts. By allowing Light Squared to interfere with high accuracy GPS, you will negate millions of dollars spent by local, county, state and federal governments, along with a multitude of private sector users to establish high accuracy horizontal and vertical control throughout the country.

I urge the FCC to resolve this issue in favor of the precision GPS community without involving our unpopular and dysfunctional Congress.

Respectfully submitted,

Anthony P. Lulloff
Vice President-Manager
alulloff@aerometric.com
920-803-5852 direct line